
PROFILE

I am a 3rd year computer science student, with 2 years' worth of C++ experience and 3 years' worth of C# and
.NET Core. The bulk of my skills are situated in back-end development. I like to write code and am always ready
to learn something new!

EDUCATION

2021

↦ now

Sofia University "St. Kliment Ohridski" - Bachelor's degree in Computer Science (in
progress)

St. Kliment Ohridski is the most prestigious Bulgarian university in the field of Computer Science.
We're studying a lot of the mathematics behind computer software, alongside general
programming (with C++), algorithms, functional programming and networking.

2018

↦ 2021

IT-kariera - Professional qualification (3rd degree) "Applied Programmer" (signed by
ELSYS)

IT-kariera is a national program in the field of computer science. We studied industrial-level
software development and mostly back-end oriented web development with .NET Core and C#. I
scored top of my region.

2016

↦ 2021

9th French Language School - Secondary Education

EXPERIENCE

07.2020 DevriX - Internship in development of WordPress websites

I worked on the back-end of a demo e-commerce application, where I learned about working on a
team, following company/industry standards and back-end web development in the context of
PHP.

RELEVANT PROJECTS

12.2020

↦ 04.2021

DevHive - Social media

DevHive is a group project, founded on ASP.Net Core 5.0, Angular and PostgreSQL. It follows the
MVC pattern and REST standard. I worked on almost all features.

05.2020

↦ now

syndamiadotcom - Personal website

syndamia.com is self-hosted and created from scratch. I gained considerable experience with
front-end (JavaScript) development, as well as server administration.

SKILLS

C++ ●●●●○ Haskell ●●●○○ Linux ●●●●●

C# ●●●●○ JavaScript ●●●○○ git ●●●●●

LANGUAGES

Bulgarian: Native language English: Professional working proficiency

Kamen Dimitrov Mladenov
Address

Bulgaria, Sofia

Phone Number

[Available on request]

Email

kamen.d.mladenov@protonmail.com

GitLab account

gitlab.com/Syndamia

GitHub account

github.com/Syndamia

LinkedIn profile

linkedin.com/in/kamen-mladenov
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